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Executive Summary
Did you know that 90% of the information processed by your brain is visual?
Design is powerful. It takes only 13 milliseconds for the human brain to process an image, and
80% of people will remember the visuals they see. In today’s generation, audiences demand short,
highly visual content, and the elements of your design are perceived as moving parts that tell
one larger story.
While there is no right or wrong method of design, there are several principles that help shape
the most beautiful and powerful publications. In this white paper, you’ll learn seven design
principles and enjoy fabulous examples of each design guideline in action.
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Tell a Beautiful Story with the 7 Principles of Design
As a design novice, watching a graphic artist work can be a mystifying experience. How do they
know which colors to use? Why do those fonts look so good together? How are these images
evoking such an emotional response?
While there are no right or wrong answers in design, there are basic principles that can
transform one person’s coloring page into another person’s masterpiece.

Evoke Emotions and Share Bold Ideas
Design differs from art in that it has a functional purpose. A design should evoke emotion and
make it easy to understand complex things. Functional designs should be open, logical, and
reasonable, catching the attention of viewers while making concepts clear.
The principles of design can be used by designers to create an effective composition and cleanly
deliver their message. Principles like emphasis, contrast, and balance keep visuals stable and
cohesive while allowing for movement, unity, and excitement. Great designs will communicate
strong ideas in seconds and shape the entire story of your brand, so understanding how other
designers implement these ideas is a valuable resource for helping you create better products.
Ready to transform your next print piece from “simple” to simply stunning? Here are seven
design principles you can employ to attract an audience and tell your own beautiful story.
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The Seven Principles of Design
1. Emphasis
Say you’re designing a direct mail piece for an upcoming promotion.
The principle of emphasis demands you ask one question: what is the first piece of information I
need people to know? Like building without a blueprint, starting your publication without a clear
idea of your message structure will bring a muddy result.
Emphasis in design is defined as an area or object that draws attention and becomes the focal
point. While every element may seem valuable to you, let’s face it: some pieces are more important
than others. Whether it is a screaming flyer headline or a lonely child peering out of a brochure,
emphasis is the door through which a viewer will enter your composition.
How do you create emphasis? Here are three tips:

Make a mental outline
Ask yourself, “what is the first detail I want people to encounter?” Decide what will snag attention
and build your design around this focal point.

Accentuate key elements.
There are hundreds of ways to accentuate your focal point, but here are just a three:

» Graphics: The biggest image

will naturally command attention.
Visuals that are most compelling
include faces, flavorful foods, bold
geometric patterns, gorgeous nature
scenes, and humorous photos. Also,
objects cast in light will seem larger
than those in darker shades.
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» Colors: Brighter colors

will jump forward and cooler
colors will recede, so on a
dark blue banner, a light blue
subheading will stand out
but a bright yellow headline
will leap forward.

» Fonts:

Match your font
selection to the mood you’re
trying to convey and you
will generate feelings of
anticipation, playfulness, or
longing in your readers.
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Deemphasize other elements.
Deemphasize other elements. Equally weighted objects on
a page force competition among them, which confuses and
fatigues readers. Instead, allow for plenty of white space around
your focal point and calls to action, giving them plenty of room
to shine. Reduce the sizing and color of less important objects
or use selective grouping to set key elements apart.
Just like writers use a “hook” to grab readers, visual focal points
will attract viewers and pull them in. Make one area stand out,
and you will accelerate the force of your design.

2. Contrast
What do people mean when they say a design really “pops?”
Contrast refers to obvious differences in a page. Contrast
attracts the eye, organizes information, and guides the reader.
Contrast can be created with varying font pairings or line
weights, extreme color differences, and graphics that display
opposites. You can contrast a smooth texture with a rough
texture, curves with sharp edges, a horizontal image with a
vertical one, or widely spread lines with closely packed ones.
For contrast to be effective, it must be strong. Go big! (Think red
sneakers with a black tuxedo.) If you are putting two elements
on the page that are not the same, they should not be similar. If
the items are not exactly the same, make them very different.

Font Tip:
One way to create
contrast is by using
two strong fonts or
one strong typeface in
different weights.
To maximize impact,
use only 2-3 fonts per
page. And remember,
some fonts are easier
to read than others.
Simple, clean typefaces
(without lots of curls or
artistic flair) are best
for body copy. Display
fonts, like fancy script
or those with loads
of personality, are
best used sparingly.
Save these for punchy
headlines or taglines
shorter than eight
words.

BE YOURSELF.
803-802-3345
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3. Balance
Balance refers to the distribution of visual weight, space, colors, or textures on a page.
The human brain finds symmetry attractive, but besides being aesthetically pleasing, a balanced
design also has a practical purpose: it establishes a hierarchy for your layouts and prioritizes your
content. Just like you wouldn’t put all your art on one wall, don’t crowd elements into one area of
your design. Balance brings stability that’s enjoyable to the brain and comfortable for the eye.
Here are three ways to balance elements on a page:

» Symmetrical designs: These use equally weighted elements aligned on either side

of the center line. Like a mirror image, symmetrical designs are beautiful and pleasing (but
occasionally predictable or boring). To build symmetrical designs, use equal textures, colors, or
layouts to create balance.

» Asymmetrical designs: These use opposite weights (like offsetting one large element with

three smaller elements) or making the focal point left or right of center. Asymmetrical designs are
bold, visually interesting, and evoke modernism and vitality.
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» Radial designs: Radial designs. Radial symmetry equally positions elements around a central

point (like spokes on a wheel). Like petals on a sunflower or beams from a sun, radial designs create
a strong sense of life and dynamism.
Balance is crucial because it is a sensual element: it either “feels” right or wrong. While balanced
images bring harmony, imbalanced designs are jarring or divisive. When used boldly, imbalanced
designs can create pieces that are revolutionary or rewarding.

Alignment Tip
Poor alignment can throw a design off balance. Ensure text and other elements are aligned
with document margins or ruler guides, so they are perfectly placed on the page. Using one
type of alignment for every paragraph of text will look the most consistent and balanced.
Turning on the grid feature in your design program can be helpful for these purposes.

4. Proportion
Proportion includes the visual size and weight of elements and how they relate to each other.
Proportion helps you group your design in sections, like consolidating elements by size, amount, or
numbers. Whether it’s columns in a magazine, sidebars on a poster, or pull quotes in a newsletter,
proportion communicates importance and helps the brain decode information.
Proportion is rarely noticed until something is out of proportion. Whether it’s alignment or graphics,
disproportionate designs have an immediate impact. For example, a sofa in the form of a hand is
startling because of the distortion of expected proportion, but a sofa placed between two accent
chairs would appear harmonious.
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Look at these examples of harmonious or jarring proportions and note your own internal response:

Use proportion in your design to signal what is important, or create depth and emotion.

5. White Space
White space (or negative, empty space) is the only element that specifically deals with what you
don’t add to a design.
Like one diamond set on a stone, white spaces give designs room to breathe and make mediocre
images seem more luxurious. White space also organizes objects in the design and makes your
ideas easier to discern. Which of these ads is more visually pleasing to you?

Proximity Tip
Simple designs can mean using fewer elements, but in ways that are not boring or vague. To
create more white space when you have lots of information to share, use proximity. Proximity
places related elements physically closer together (in groups) while separating unrelated
items. Grouping related items allows you to decrease font sizes and build more margin.
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6. Movement
Einstein once said: “Life is like riding a bicycle. To keep your
balance, you must keep moving.”

Action Tip

Movement refers to the way an eye travels over a design.
Just like a musician reads notes on a staff, a reader should
follow a visual journey through your design. For viewers to
engage, they must have a path to follow, so try to tell a “visual
story” with a beginning, middle, and end.

To move people through
your piece, use bright
colors to grab attention,
jagged lines to build
excitement, curves
to slow people down,
text sizing to create
hierarchy, or bulleted
lists and patterns
to guide readers.
Whenever possible, tell
your story with visuals
rather than text.

What kind of movement do your pieces present? A stagnant,
stale layout? Or something with depth and rhythm? To
generate movement, sculpt a narrative in your publication.
Start with the focal point and move your eyes through the
page with subheadings, text boxes, line patterns, etc. (For
example: “This band is playing, at this location, at this time,
and here’s how to get tickets.”)
Build a hierarchy of design and eyes will naturally follow:
(use Rachel’s image here: “Read This. Then This. Then This.
Then This.”)

And you will read this next.

YOU WILL READ
THIS FIRST.
You will read this last.
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7. Unity
Iconic designer and author Alex W. White once said this:
“Unity is the most important aspect of design, so important that
its achievement excuses any design transgression.”
Unity describes the visual relationship between elements in
a photograph, page, booklet, or brand. Unity exists when all
elements are in agreement, with visual continuity across your
materials. Unity takes a publication or brand from good to great,
creating a sense of completeness, sophistication, and harmony.
When designing for unity, ask yourself whether every element
really “belongs” in your composition, with a specific place and
role. Nothing should be useless or placed randomly. Whether
you use repeating fonts, several variations of a different photo,
a unifying color scheme, or graphics from the same icon family,
unity will evoke surprising emotional responses. The human
brain is calibrated to seek out order, and unified elements will
add a spectacular touch to any piece you create.

Design Tip:
By “pre-visualizing”
an outcome, you can
develop a big picture
purpose for your layout
or publication. Whether
you’re a designer
or a photographer,
generating a mental
image of the finished
product will allow you
to take greater control of
your art. When in doubt,
starting with a template
or a color palette can be
helpful.

How do you see unity in these pieces?
Which of these designs feels cluttered, amateur, or muddy?
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Conclusion
First impressions are lasting impressions. Whether you realize it or not, the design principles you
use form the foundation of your publications, creating dynamic experiences before people read a
single word you’ve written.
Designing from scratch can be time-consuming, but with these principles, you will be wellequipped for a strong start and a gorgeous finished piece.
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About Your Sponsor
Want to make your image shine?
Through the planning, design, and review process, we’re here to help. Whether you’re creating a
template or need start-to-finish graphic design, we’re here to consult, create, and bring your best
ideas to life.
As your dedicated “quality connoisseur,” we’re committed to providing you with greater flexibility,
shorter lead times, and best-quality customer service. When you’re looking for immaculate design,
we’re here to make you look your best in print!

Contact Us
Positive Printers, Inc.
3555-A Centre Circle
Fort Mill, SC 29715
803-802-3345
positiveprinters.com
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